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Abstract 
Recent studies on first- and second-order similarities have shown that the latter one outperforms 
the first one as input for document clustering or partitioning applications. First-order similarities 
based on bibliographic coupling or on lexical approaches come with specific methodological 
issues like sparse matrices, sensitive to spelling variances or context differences. Second-order 
similarities were proposed to tackle these problems and take the lexical context into account. But 
also a hybrid combination of both types of similarities proved an important improvement which 
integrates the strengths of the two approaches and diminishes their weaknesses. In this paper we 
extend the notion of second-order similarity by applying it in the context of the hybrid approach. 
We conclude that there is no added value for the clearly defined clusters but that the second-order 
similarity can provide an additional viewpoint for the more general clusters. 
 
Introduction 
Hybrid methods have become the favoured basis of mapping and visualisation of the cognitive 
structure of science. Clustering of a given document space can preferably apply techniques using 
combinations of bibliometric similarity measures. Already Bichteler and Eaton (1980) suggested 
the combined use of bibliographic coupling and co-citation in the context of document retrieval. 
The combination of link- and text-based similarities was then suggested by Braam & al. (1991a, 
1991b) and Zitt & Bassecoulard (1994) in order to improve the efficiency and usability of co-
citation and co-word analysis. The combination of link-based and textual methods also makes it 
possible to cluster objects whenever citation links are weak or missing such as often in the case 
of the social sciences and humanities. At the same time, the textual component can be used to 
label the obtained clusters. The advantage of this combination has been confirmed in a recent 
studies, among others, by Boyack and Klavans (2010). Clustering based on hybrid similarities is 
becoming kind of standard.  
 
 

                                                 
1 The methodology has partially been developed in the context of the ERACEP project within the Coordination and 
Support Actions (CSAs) of the ERC work programme. The authors wish to acknowledge this support. 
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Another paradigmatic issue concerns the application of direct and indirect similarities, these are 
also called first- and second-order similarities. In this context, it should be stressed that this does 
not refer to the notion of direct (such cross-citation) and indirect citation links (e.g., co-citation and 
bibliographic coupling). To improve the efficiency of document retrieval Picard (1999) defined first 
and second-order co-occurences to find content-bearing terms. Janssens (2007) used it as an 
alternative to latent sematic indexing (LSI) as both methods take higher-order co-occurrences of 
terms into account. He showed that second-order text-based similarities outperformed LSI-based 
similarities. He came to the same conclusions with respect to bibliograpic coupling. These findings 
were confirmed by Ahlgren and Colliander (2009) and Colliander and Ahlgren (2011) in a textual 
context and for the application of bibliographic coupling. 
 
The rationale is that second-order solves sensitivity of the similarity in a lexical approach to 
contextual differences. In co-word analysis synonyms do not occur in the same publication. The 
first-order similarity is zero. We have the same case with American and British spelling. Such 
terms describe the same content together with other keywords. The second-order similarity, 
defines similarity between two terms by the similarities of common other terms. In the case of 
bibliographic coupling publications of similar content could have different references while their 
references are cited by other similar publications.  
 
Earlier the authors tried different approaches to enhance the capabilities of the similarity 
measures for clustering. A hybrid, weighted combination of bibliographic coupling and lexical 
similarities proved to be valuable extension (Glänzel & al., 2009; Janssens & al., 2007). Here the 
solution is provided at the level of the similarities. 
 
The principle idea of first- and second-order similarities is also used by social networks. If two 
persons are friends, they know each other. This is the first-order similarity. The probability that two 
people might know each other grows the more friends they have in common. In individual profiles 
persons “you might know” are ranked by the number of common friends and suggested as potential 
friends. Such kind of similarity defined by other related objects is called second-order similarity. 
 
Often a purely pragmatic reasoning is behind the choice for a second-order approach as it stems 
from a work-around in data processing. In the latter it is often seen, for instance, that similarities 
are used as input while the original frequencies are expected. This occurs since many of the 
standard computer programmes assume by default object-observation matrices and are not able to 
cluster directly on similarity/distance measures. However, citation links between documents are 
recorded in square object by object matrices within a huge document spaces. 
 
This might be useful if additional information is provided by latter approach even at the price of 
increased noise. Similarly, instead of using the sparse matrices representing the original 
similarities among documents the question arises if the similarity of their related papers could be 
used to cluster the underlying space. We will set up an experiment in which we try to detect the 
added value of the use of second-order similarities in hybrid clustering. 
 
First- and second-order similarities 
In the present study, we will denote those similarities between two documents, that primarily 
refer to characteristics (references, citations, terms, keywords) of these original documents, as 
first-order similarities. Consequently, second-order similarities are those similarities, which are 
based on first-order similarities of these documents with other related documents in the same 
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space. It can also be considered as the similarity of the similarity profiles of the original 
documents. This means that two documents that share only a few references, terms or keywords 
will have a close to zero first-order similarity. But if the non-common references link to other 
documents that are similar a substantive second-order similarity can be measured. Figure 1 gives 
an example in which a cosine measure is used for the similarities. The elements of the two 
(symmetrical) matrices are the same direct cosine similarities rij calculated for each document 
pair. In the matrix on the left, the similarity between document di and dj amounts to rij = 0.15 
(marked in red). The second-order similarity is determined by the similarity between the two 
vectors di and dj (cf. matrix on the right, marked in red). It is thus clear that, if the same cosine 
measure is applied, the second-order similarity (sij) might be positive even though the first-order 
similarity (rij) is zero. In Figure 1 we have, for instance, s2n > r2n = 0. This property might help 
“smoothen” the well-known problems emerging from sparse matrices (cf. Janssen, 2007). From a 
theoretical point of view the following case is interesting: if each of two papers A and B have 
many references but only one of these references is shared between the two papers, we have a 
small first-order similarity. If a third paper X has half its references in common only with paper 
A and the other half in common with paper B, the second-order similarity between paper A and B 
is high, although they may have complete different content. 

  
Figure 1. An example for the 1st order (left) and 2nd order (right) similarities. 

 
Methods and results 
For the experiment, all papers assigned to Thomson Reuters’ Subject Category “public, 
environmental & occupational health” indexed in the 2006 volume and with the relevant document 
types ‘articles’, ‘proceedings papers’ and ‘reviews’ published in journals have been taken into 
account. The total paper set amounted to 14,264. In a first step, these documents have been clustered 
using a hybrid method with two components, bibliographic coupling and textual similarity. The 
textual component was based on term frequencies, where terms were extracted from and stemmed 
for titles and abstracts (cf. Glänzel & Thijs, 2011). As in the previous study, too, the hybrid 
similarity r is defined as the cosine of the linear combination of the underlying angles, that is,  

 ( )cos arccos( ) (1 ) arccos( ) , [0,1] ,r = λ ⋅ η + −λ ⋅ ξ λ∈  

where η is the citation-based and ξ the textual similarity. λ = 0.833 has been chosen for this 
experiment. The resulting similarity matrix consists of more than 101 million values, about 34% 
of these are equal to zero. Table 1 gives the values for five distinct percentiles. 
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Table 1. Percentile values for first-order similarities. 

p (in %) 10 25 50 75 90 
Percentile 0.0000 0.0000 0.0015 0.0031 0.0057 

 
Table 2. Keyword representation of clusters obtained from the 1st order clustering for the Subject 

Category ‘Public Health’ [Data sourced from Thomson Reuters Web of Knowledge]. 

Cluster #1 Health risks and care (n= 6535 – 45.8%) 
health; risk; care; mortality; prevalence; women; children; united-states; risk-factors; population; adolescents; 
outcomes; prevention; impact; disease; depression; epidemiology; stress; behavior; quality-of-life 

Cluster #2 Health state (n= 614 – 4.3%) 
health; obesity; mortality; overweight; united-states; physical activity; children; adolescents; physical-activity; women; 
body-mass index; prevalence; exercise; risk-factors; public-health; socioeconomic-status; self-rated health; adults; 
social-class; risk 

Cluster #3 Radiation (n= 738 – 5.2%) 
dark-rearing; opioid-binding cell adhesion molecule; cdna microarray; striate cortex; dosimetry; exposure; radiation; 
risk; thermoluminescence; cancer; detectors; radiology; waste management; system; mortality; ionizing-radiation; 
national council on radiation protection and measurements; dose assessment; radiotherapy; lung-cancer 

Cluster #4 Health effects (n= 4327 – 30.3%) 
exposure; children; mortality; epidemiology; disease; risk; infection; health; prevalence; united-states; population; risk-
factors; malaria; transmission; association; workers; diagnosis; toxicity; asthma; cancer 

Cluster #5 Cancer (n= 746 – 5.2%) 
united-states; women; risk; mortality; breast-cancer; population; cancer; mammography; epidemiology; 
postmenopausal women; association; disease; carcinoma; breast cancer; cohort; colorectal-cancer; risk-factors; men; 
health; program 

Cluster #6 HIV (n= 813 – 5.7%) 
hiv; aids; women; infection; risk; prevention; prevalence; hiv/aids; united-states; health; human-immunodeficiency-
virus; transmission; adolescents; active antiretroviral therapy; condom use; behavior; intervention; risk behavior; 
antiretroviral therapy; hiv-infection 
Cluster #7 Tobacco (n= 491 – 3.4%) 
smoking; cigarette-smoking; health; smokers; tobacco; cessation; smoking cessation; exposure; risk; behavior; women; 
prevalence; adolescents; united-states; environmental tobacco-smoke; predictors; nicotine; passive smoking; 
prevention; smoking-cessation 

 
The first clustering is based on the first-order similarities with Ward hierarchical agglomeration 
and resulted in seven clusters the quality of which is good except for the first one and, to a lesser 
extent, for cluster 4. The cluster quality is measured using silhouette values. These values express 
an object’s similarity to objects in its own cluster in comparison to objects in other clusters 
(Rousseeuw, 1987). The quality of a specific cluster solution can be visualised in a Silhouette 
plot. The sorted silhouette values of all objects of each individual cluster are represented by 
horizontal lines. The more the silhouette profile of a cluster is located in the positive half-plane, 
the more coherent the cluster is, while negative values indicate that the corresponding objects 
should rather belong to another cluster than it had been assigned to. The silhouette plots of both 
the 1st order and 2nd order clustering are shown and compared in Figure 2. Cluster #1 comprises 
nearly half the papers (45.8%) of the entire subject category, and is somewhat heterogeneous. We 
have labelled it “health risks and health care”. The most important keywords describing this 
cluster can be found along with those of the other six clusters in Table 2. The second largest 
cluster representing slightly more than 30% of the total, which is much more coherent (cf. Figure 
1), comprises all aspects of what can be considered “health effects” including exposure to 
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pollution, sunlight, toxic and particulate matter, prevalence and impact of vaccination. The other 
five clusters, the size of which range between 3% and 6%, are, except for Cluster #2 embracing 
all aspects of “health state,” rather specialised. Clusters #6 and #7 have already been discussed in 
previous studies by the authors (Glänzel & Thijs, 2011; Glänzel, 2012). 

 

   
Figure 2. Silhouette plot for the 1st order (left) and 2nd order (right) clustering. 

 
As mentioned above the calculation of the second-order similarities is based on the cosine over 
all hybrid first-order similarities with the same combination of bibliographic coupling and term 
frequencies and the same weights for the linear. In contrast to the high number of zero values for 
the first-order we observed only 34 document pairs with no similarity at all. Table 3 presents the 
five percentiles. It is clear that this higher-order similarity solves the problems that are related to 
sparse matrices (cf. Figure 1). The Pearson correlation between the two sets is only 0.42. 
 

Table 3. Percentile values for second-order similarities 
 
 
 

The hierarchical clustering resulted in a solution close to the 1st order clustering providing eight 
clusters. The silhouette plot of this solution is shown on the right-hand site of Figure 2. 
According to the diagram, clusters #2, #4 and #6 are somewhat less coherent. The largest cluster 
(#2) comprises almost 40% of the discipline has been labelled “health risks”. It covers most 
aspect of this broad topic; risk factors, injury, mortality, occupational risks, pregnancy, coronary 
and cardiovascular-disease, obesity and prevention are the typical keywords. Health care (cluster 
#7 – 19%) and health effects (cluster #6 – 12.5%) are the two medium-sized clusters. The rest 
represent each less than 10% of the total. For cluster representation in the 2nd order clustering we 
used core documents as suggested by Glänzel and Thijs (2011). Core documents are papers that 
have at least a certain number of links of at least a given strength according to the similarity 
measure used in the clustering. Because of the large number of ties in local clustering, that is, in 
clustering of a rather narrow discipline, Glänzel (2012) suggested to use the h-core of links in the 
graph representation of the document space under study, i.e., core documents in the graph 
representation are vertices with at least h degrees each, where h is the h-index of the graph. In 
order to save space we present only five documents each in Table 4.  
 
Based on these results we can conclude that the second-similarities are indeed a valid source to 
base hierarchical clustering on. Due to the removal of the zeros in the matrix, higher silhouette 
values can be observed. 

p (in %) 10 25 50 75 90 
Percentile 0.1089 0.1601 0.2275 0.3036 0.3785 
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Table 4. Core-document representation of clusters obtained from the 2st order clustering for the subject 
category public health [Data sourced from Thomson Reuters Web of Knowledge]. 

Cluster #1 Cancer (n= 758 – 5.3%) 
UT WOS Title 
000234055600030 Nipple fluid basic fibroblast growth factor in patients with breast cancer 
000234195400015 Estrogen metabolism and breast cancer 
000234494800005 The West Midlands breast cancer screening status algorithm - methodology and use as an audit tool 
000234754500001 Comparative epidemiology of breast cancer among men and women in the US, 1996 to 2000 
000234754500004 Population-based mammography screening and breast cancer incidence in New South Wales, Australia 

Cluster #2 Health risks (n= 5622 – 39.4%) 
UT WOS Title 
000234215000018 Aetioepidemiological profile of spinal injury patients in Eastern Nepal 
000234434500007 Epidemiology of musculoskeletal injuries among high school cross-country runners 
000234440600007 Assessment of occupational eye injury risk and severity: An analysis of Rhode Island workers' 

compensation data 1998-2002 
000235061600001 Differential evolution of mortality between Denmark and Scotland, period 1970 to 1999 - A comparison 

with mortality data from the European Union 
000235085900004 Wheelchair related injuries treated in US emergency departments 

Cluster #3 HIV (n= 799 – 5.6%) 
UT WOS Title 
000234479700009 Psychosocial impact of repeat HIV-negative testing: A follow-up study 
000234479700010 Voluntary HIV testing among adults with severe mental illness: Frequency and associated factors 
000234479700015 Psychosocial, behavioral, and cultural predictors of sexual risk for HIV infection among Latino men who 

have sex with men 
000234857900013 HIV infection and AIDS in a small municipality in Southeast Brazil 
000235086100007 Long-term adherence to first-line highly active antiretroviral therapy in a hospital-based cohort: Predictors 

and impact on virologic response and relapse 

Cluster #4 Infections (n= 1354 – 9.5%) 
UT WOS Title 
000234276100010 Statewide impact of pharmacist-delivered adult influenza vaccinations 
000234916600008 Repeated influenza vaccination of healthy children and adults: borrow now, pay later? 
000235005900017 Factors associated with influenza vaccination among elderly persons in Southeastern Brazil 
000235381400004 Low postpartum rubella vaccination rates in high-risk women, Miami, Florida, 2001 
000235469000009 Anti-vaccination movements and their interpretations 

Cluster #5 Radiation (n= 681 – 4.8%) 
UT WOS Title 
000234323800006 Terrestrial gamma radiation dose study to determine the baseline for environmental radiological health 

practices in Melaka state, Malaysia 
000234784800001 Characteristics of high-energy neutrons estimated using the radioactive spallation products of Au at the 

500-MeV neutron irradiation facility of KENS 
000234784800006 Radioactivity evaluation for the KSTAR tokamak 
000234784800008 Neutron and photon shielding benchmark calculations by MCNP on the LR-0 experimental facility 
000234784800018 Characterisation of a neutron beam available at the RPI using a set of Bonner spheres 
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Table 4 […]. Core-document representation of clusters obtained from the 2st order clustering for the 
subject category public health (contd.) [Data sourced from Thomson Reuters Web of Knowledge]. 

Cluster #6 Health effects (n= 1782 – 12.5%) 

UT WOS Title 
000234456100011 Distribution of urinary selenium and arsenic among pregnant women exposed to arsenic in drinking water 
000234668900012 Do gender, education, and income modify the effect of air pollution gases on cardiac disease? 
000235343800012 Prevalence of arsenic exposure and skin lesions. A population based survey in Matlab, Bangladesh 
000235374300003 Beliefs and practices in the assessment of workplace pollutants 
000235561800020 Short-term effects of ambient particles on cardiovascular and respiratory mortality 

Cluster #7 Health care (n= 2712 – 19.0%) 
UT WOS Title 
000234375500003 Academic health departments: From theory to practice 
000234375500015 The value of microgrants for community-based health promotion: Two models for practice and policy 
000235040000008 'Taking off the suit': engaging the community in primary health care decision-making 
000235344000003 Community health assessment: Driving the need for current, easily accessible population health data 
000235359100018 A new educational program for patients suffering from sleep apnea syndrome 

Cluster #8 Tobacco (n= 556 – 3.9%) 
UT WOS Title 
000234379600004 Predicting the stages of smoking acquisition in the male students of Shiraz's high schools, 2003 
000234451600012 The diagnosis of a smoking-related disease is a prominent trigger for smoking cessation in a retrospective 

cohort study 
000234587000003 Smoking among adolescents in China: An analysis based upon the meanings of smoking theory 
000234841000006 Beliefs and attitudes regarding smoking cessation among American Indians: A pilot study 
000234842100011 22 years on: the impact and relevance of the UK No Smoking Day 

 
Added values of second-order similarities 
Next, we have a look at the overlap between the two solutions. Figure 3 shows the overlap of the 
seven clusters obtain from the first-order similarities and the eight clusters from the second 
approach. The overlap is calculated on the basis of the documents shared by cluster pairs with 
respect to the two corresponding totals. Here the Salton Index (as a cosine measure) has been 
used again. Strong (weak) concordance, i.e., large (small) Salton values, are represented by dark 
(light) cells. The scale can be found at the right axis of the diagram. Very strong concordance is 
found between three cluster pairs, namely, between 1#3–2#5, 1#6–2#3 and 1#7–2#8, where the 
digit before the cluster number denotes the order of the clustering. Also the overlap between 1#5 
and 2#1 can be considered rather strong. This concerns the clusters on radiation, HIV, tobacco 
and cancer. The problematic clusters, i.e., #1 in the 1st order clustering and #2, #4 and #6 in the 
second one, respectively, indicate different solutions. Thus 1#1 is spread over different clusters in 
the 2nd order approach but its documents ended mainly up in two clusters, namely in 2#2 and 2#7 
(cf. Figure 3). This is also confirmed by the keywords and core documents. The (somewhat) 
weaker relation with cancer and HIV (2#1 and 2#3) also reflects the broad scope of health risk. 
The fact that violence is largely covered by health risks and care services underpins the breadth 
of the scope. While the first approach has health risks and care services put into the same cluster, 
the profile similarity has separated them.  
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Figure 3. Concordance between the two clustering solutions visualized by grayscale cells according to the 

Salton index of each cluster pair. Dark cells represent the best matches. 
 
Health effects (cf. 1#4 and 2#6) usually include issues like hygiene, nutrition, pollution and 
workplace safety, however, infection and epidemics related issues are also present in these 
clusters. This is strong concordance of 1#4 with 2#4 (infections). Health state (1#2) in the sense 
of physical, mental, and social well-being of the population is a more general issue, which has 
surprisingly been separated from the “health risks and care” cluster in the 1st order clustering, and 
does not occur as an independent topic in the second one. It has a medium-strong concordance 
with 2#2 (health risk).  
 
From the viewpoint of the 2nd order clustering, 2#2 (health risk) has strong overlap with its 
corresponding cluster 1#1 but medium-strong overlaps with 1#2 (health state) and 1#4 (health 
effects) as well.  
 
Finally, it is worth mentioning that both methods separate tobacco/smoking (from health risks) 
and radiation (from health effects) as stand-alone clusters. 
 
In addition to the concordance between both solutions it is also interesting to have a look at the 
citation links between the 15 identified clusters. Figure 4 presents a mapping of the cross-citation 
links. The strength of the symmetric link is the harmonic mean of both shares of citations 
between two document sets. The map shows the four distinct topics in the periphery while the 
clusters of lesser quality are located in the centre. This map confirms the conclusions from above 
and stresses again that both similarities have no differences for the well-defined topics while for 
the theme’s more located in the centre of the field both fail to define well established topics. They 
result in complementary view of the same document space. 
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Figure 4. Mapping of the cross-citation links among the clusters according to the 1st and 2nd order 

approach [Data sourced from Thomson Reuters Web of Knowledge]. 
 

Conclusions and future perspectives 
To summarise, the two approaches, the direct similarity and the “similarity profile” clustering do 
not alter the situation whenever the method provides clusters of quality (e.g., 1#2, 1#3, 1#6, 1#7, 
2#1, 2#3, 2#5, 2#7, 2#8). In these cases clusters have a counterpart in the alternative solution. 
Also the size of the strongly overlapping by and large coincides (cf. cancer, radiation, HIV and 
tobacco). There is no difference neither added-value of the second-order similarities for those 
clusters with a strong profile. In three of the problematic clusters (1#1, 1#4 and 2#1), where the 
clustering did not provide coherent clusters of high quality, the alternative solution provides a 
different angle of vision and helps identify the coherent ‘core’ of those topics.  
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A last remark should be made here, the fact that the first-order similarities results in a very sparse 
matrix makes it highly suitable for clustering of large document sets of more than fifty to sixty-
thousand items. The calculation of second-order similarities between all documents is however 
time consuming and requires an extensive amount of memory and processing power. The 
necessary resources increase exponentially to the number of added documents. Thus, second-
order approaches will suffer from their bad scaling properties (Janssens, 2007).  
 
In the literature other models to associate objects are discussed that give a new dimension to the 
debate. Kopcsa and Schiebel (1998) suggested a spring model that represent multidimensional 
relations in a two dimensional space and used it first for co-word analysis and in later work 
Schiebel (2011) used it for a three-dimensional visualization of research fronts and knowledge 
basis. This spring model uses first-order similarities as spring forces between two objects. During 
the iteration procedure to position the objects in a two dimensional space the objects follow the 
direction of the resulting force. This resulting force for each object is calculated stepwise and it 
changes after each step due to the changing positions of all objects. In this case we have a 
changing second-order similarity due to the resulting force. Objects in the neighbourhood with 
similar resulting forces use the second-order similarity to find their final position. The final 
position of the objects depends on the balance of forces all other objects. In a co-word analysis 
synonyms or different spelling terms are positioned closely to each other although they are not 
connected, due to their similar similarity to other objects what we call second-order similarity. In 
future work we will use the spring model to analyse the kind of resulting similarities and will 
compare the spatial agglomerations of publications with results of the cluster analysis approach. 
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